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Concept for battery-powered vehicles
Business concept for drivers aged from 6 to 88 with high driving pleasure (Hurricane)
Business concept for drivers aged from 5 to 12 with high driving pleasure (Twister)

Alleinimporteur für SELA in Deutschland und Österreich

The Hurricane concept attracts a broad range of customers. The circular vehicles are ease to drive and
operate. The Hurricanes are extremely maneuverable and can even turn around their own axis allowing
maximum driving pleasure.

The large seat offers enough space for younger
and older passengers. The seat position ensures
an easy boarding and alighting. Due to the low
edge at the entrance even older drivers can easily get into the Hurricane.
For driving, only the thrust levers to the left and
right are used.

A "neutral" position means that the thrust levers are in the middle and face upwards. When
the right thrust lever is used, the right motor
operates and when the left thrust lever is used,
the left motor operates. When pushing the
thrust lever to the front the vehicle moves forward with the motor side selected. The more
the lever is pushed to the front the faster the
car moves forward with the selected motor side. Reversing works analogously. To drive straight forward or backward the thrust levers must
be in parallel position.
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Technology:
This picture shows the drive wheel, a separate
control unit and motors for each side as well as
2 batteries for the 24 V drive.
Gas pressure absorbers keep the chassis open.

Hurricanes have lights in the front and rear.
This is safer, adds value to the product …
… and enhances the fun factor.
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Hurricanes should be operated on a suitable
floor. Flex track should be used as barriers. This
ensures for a safe and flexible operation.

Flextrack can be positioned according to your
needs.
The flexible elements can be arranged in an
endless row and are also suitable for curves.

All Hurricanes (and Twisters) come with a coin
insertion slot and external charging plugs.
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Hurricane dimensions:
Diameter : 170cm
Height

: 90 cm

Weight

: 115 kg + 2 batteries of approx.

25 kg =
Ready for use: approx. 165 kg
*)

The outside of the Hurricanes is reinforced by
an undercut slope.
The undercut slop has a height of approx. 15 cm
and is applied at a height of approx. 25 cm (24 39 cm).

Floors / Qua:
Picture of 6 Twisters on 100 m² surrounded by
36 m of Flextrack. The floor is perfect. Up to 5
or 6 Hurricanes can be operated here.
A smaller floor of 45 m² for 3 Hurricanes requires 24 m of Flextrack. Option: 3 - 4 Twister
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Hurricane - Twister Emergency Stop Switch:
In order to meet international safety requirements, the Twister and Hurricane models are
now fitted with emergency stop switches. If the
emergency stop switches are pressed, the trip is
interrupted immediately (electric circuit is disconnected). It is not possible to continue. The
emergency stop switch must be deactivated for
restarting, a credit must be entered for the next
trip.

Twister
The Twister is the Hurricane's little brother for young drivers aged from 5 to12 that can be ordered at a
favourable price.

Hidden at first sight: Compared to the Hurricane, the Twister is smaller in diameter and thus
has a smaller seat.

Technology:
Like the Hurricane, the Twister comes with 1
control unit and 2 motors. It is powered by a 12
V battery. The Twister has a 12 V drive
(Hurricane 24 V). Thus, performance is adjusted
to younger drivers. Compared to the Hurricane,
the Twister comes with smaller drive wheels.
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Twister dimensions:
Diameter: 130,
Height: 64 cm
Weight

: 60 kg + 1 batterie of approx.

25 kg =
Ready for use: approx. 85 kg
*)

The outside of the Twister is reinforced by an
undercut slope.
The undercut slope has a height of approx. 10
cm and is first applied at a height of approx. 20
cm (19 – 29 cm).

Floors / Quantities:
Picture of 6 Twisters on 100 m² surrounded by
36 m of Flextrack. The floor is perfect: Up to 5
or 6 Hurricanes can be operated here.
A smaller floor of 45 m² for 3 Hurricanes requires 24 m of Flextrack. Option: 3 - 4 Twister.

*) Grafiken SELA Group
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Hurricane
in operation

Twister in operation
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